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Abstract 
The current paper throws light on meanings and interpretations of 
terrorism, extremism and violence in India’s present and historical 
context. The conceptual overview on the mentioned three issues raises 
pertinent questions and debates of today about terrorists and terrorism 
highlighting on dichotomies’ of how terrorists in one part of nation are 
freedom fighters in other. The paper also raises the question whether 
terrorism in certain cases are justified, if yes, in what circumstances 
and stating reasons, why it is not justified.  
 
The arguments presented in this paper are based on review of literature 
and reference to recent happenings. Diagrammatic representation is 
made to show impact that inevitable linkage between terrorism, 
extremism and violence has on management of business, service and 
economy. The paper ends up with putting forward 6 proposals 
recommended by Bruno S. Frey from University of Zurich, 
Switzerland is his paper “How can business cope with terrorism?” as 
strategies on how business houses and firms can minimise the risk of 
terrorist attacks. The situation of impact of terrorist attacks on 
business, service and economy is exemplified by referring to attacks of 
26/11 on the Taj and the Oberoi hotels in Mumbai, India and the extent 
of devastation it caused. In concluding remarks, impact of terrorism 
and violence on businesses is explained as a global scenario.  
 
Keywords: Terrorism, Extremism, Violence, Managing business, 
Impact, Strategies. 
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1. Introduction: Conceptual Overview on Violence, Terrorism and 
Extremism 

Through a recent reading experience of India Today, a thought overpowered me and 
not that such comparisons did not occur before but this one brought about a deeper 
realization. In an article titled “My hero, Your Villain”, Asit Jolly comments, 
“Terrorists in one part of India are freedom fighters in another. Crimes against nation 
are not always treason”.i This can hold true of a situation of the times before 
Independence also when the three martyrs Bhagat Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev were 
put to a sad end because they indulged in violent activities. For Britishers, it was 
“terrorism” and rest of the nation called them “freedom heroes” as they are known still. 

India has a home rule today, but there are certain freedom strugglers who are 
terrorists in the eyes of government and heroes for the rest. In fact, assassins seen as 
terrorists can mobilise votes for politicians. This is one reason Jayalalitha is demanding 
release of former Prime Minister Rajeev Gandhi’s assassins Murugun, Santhan, 
Perarivalan, Rober Payas, Jayakumar, Ravichandra and Nalini. Such dichotomies exist 
in Punjab as well as Asit Jolly mentions, “On March 28, 2012 violent clashes 
reminiscent of the Khalistan years erupted in Punjab, Patiala, Sangrur, Gurdaspur and 
Phagwara as Hindu shopkeepers battled against Sikh activists enforcing a bandh called 
by the head priest of the Akal Takht. This after a court in Chandigarh ordered jail 
officials in Patiala to execute Balwant Singh Rajoana, a Babbar Khalsa International 
terrorist who confessed his role in August 31, 1995 assassination of then Chief 
Minister Beant Singh.” 

Ariel Merari describes terrorism as a mode of warfare and examines its unique 
characteristics, by comparing this method of struggle to other forms of violent conflict. 
According to him, the term “political terrorism” has been extensively used by 
governments, the media and even academicians to denote phenomena that have very 
little in common. Thus, for some terrorism means violent acts of groups against states, 
for others, state oppression of its own citizens and for still others-warlike acts of states 
against other states.ii 

The question is why all such assassins branded as terrorists are looked down upon 
by government whereas according to its supporters, they are carrying an agenda that is 
important. The answer can be found in the arguments of Nicholas Fotion who says, “If 
some types of terrorism are justifiable under certain circumstances, such circumstances 
will be rare”. iiiAccording to Fotion, the issue of means of the terrorist act or campaign 
is to be justified instrumentally. It must be shown in the following manner: 

1. That end sought is good enough to justify the means. 
2. The end will indeed be achieved by means of terrorism. 
3. That the end cannot be achieved by in any other way that is morally and 

otherwise less costly. 
 
Therefore, freedom strugglers as certain terrorists or assassins are liked to be called 

today cannot be justified in any sense because their end sought is not in the good 
interest of the majority of citizens or for that matter even for sections of populations, 
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they are struggling for. What they seek does not necessarily require violent acts of 
terrorism. What they are doing is nothing but the result of their “extremist approach”, 
which stands for their self-vested interests and secessionist tendencies of a particular 
group of population for example, Kashmir for Pakistani Jehadis, Khalistan for Sikhs 
and Tamilian cause for LTTEs. As Janet Parshall, writes in her article, “if you look up 
the word “extremist” in the dictionary, you will define it as ‘one’ who goes to extremes 
or advocates extreme doctrines or practices.”iv 

Laird Wilcox identifies 21 alleged traits of a “political extremist” ranging from a 
behaviour like “a tendency to a character assassination”, over hateful behaviour like 
“name calling and labelling”, to general character traits like “a tendency to view 
opponents and critics as essentially evil”, “a tendency to substitute intimidation for 
argument” or “groupthink”.v If we go by his definitions in Indian context, almost all 
our politicians would be dubbed as no less than extremists. From Narendra Modi to 
Rahul Gandhi, from Arvind Kejriwal to Mamta Bannerjee, all are on everyday basis 
resorting to character assassination of their opponents. As Robert F. Kennedy rightly 
commented, “What is objectionable, what is dangerous about extremists is not that 
they are extreme but that they are intolerant. The evil is not what they say about their 
cause, but what they say about their opponents”. 

 
 

2. Violence, Terrorism and Extremism: An inevitable Linkage Vis-a 
Vis Business, Economy and Service 

A diagrammatic representation below explains the inevitable linkage between the three 
issues- terrorism, extremism and violence. Here, I would like to define extremism as 
“a thought, belief, act, rigid in nature, one that is not open to ideas other than itself 
and demonstrates obstinacy in proving its own point to be the ultimate truth and 
reality. These thoughts, actions and beliefs can be of an individual, set of individuals 
or a group or any political institution like state, political parties, etc also”. When such 
extremism uses terrorism as a method, measure or tool to prove its point, the 
consequence is violence which can be inflicted by state on its population or individuals 
or by sections of populations or individuals on state in return. (Please refer to Figure-
1: Linkage between terrorism, extremism and violence illustrated diagrammatically for 
the purpose of this paper). 

Reference to terms like extremism, terrorism and violence have become a necessity 
when it comes to planning strategies for management of business, economy and 
services. This because at every step globally economies are facing multitude of 
challenges in form of insurgencies, political upheavals and secessionist movements. 
The New York Stock Exchange remained closed after 9/11 attack for long time and 
operations of airlines got hampered. Kashmir in India was once, a national and 
international tourist destination but today a silent hell instead of heaven. North-eastern 
region of India remains neglected and less developed in wake of secessionist 
movements and border clashes. Imran Khan, former Pakistani cricketer turned 
politician have stated in 2011 that Pakistan was spending rupees 90 billion per month 
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in war on terror. The states ridden with extremism, terrorism and violence can be 
potential markets and flourishing economies, if peace prevails and citizens are 
receptive to modern strategies for management of business, economy and services. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Linkage between terrorism, extremism and violence. 

 
 

3. Modern Strategies of Combating Terrorism for Managing 
Business, Service and Economy 

Bruno S. Frey of University of Zurich, Switzerland in his paper puts up the most 
pertinent questionvi, “How can business cope with terrorism?” According to him, “A 
quite different aspect of the relationship between business and terrorism pertains to the 
similarity in organizational forms. International terrorism has, to some extent, imitated 
the global franchise models of international businesses such as Mc Donald’s or 
Starbucks. Al-Qaeda has become such an entity, no longer directly controlled by 
Osama Bin-Laden but still deriving inspiration from his example. Most international 
terrorist groups of the 21st century are no longer organised in strict hierarchical form. 
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Rather, they function, more or less, as informal networks which make members much 
more difficult to identify and capture.” 

Eradication of terrorism is impossible as it will exist till the humanity exists and 
hence, what we can do at best is to ensure that businesses launch measures to 
successfully address it. 2 proposals have been specified by Bruno S. Frey- 

1. Reduce the terrorists’ incentives to attack businesses. 
2. Minimising the costs to business once, the terrorist attack has taken place, 

hence reducing the impact. 
 

Terrorists opt for those kinds of acts which have maximum benefit cost ratio. 
Bruno mentions that if the police make some kind of terrorist act more difficult to 
accomplish, terrorists quickly shift to a different attack mode. He says, “Terrorists 
being rational actors, it is necessary to consider the benefit cost relationships of 
various strategies from the point of view of terrorists. Businesses are used as targets 
by terrorists for many different reasons”. According to Bruno, “Business actors have 
to devise strategies, which make acts against businesses become less attractive to 
terrorists because their benefit-cost ratio has been lowered”. The following strategies 
in form of proposals are suggested by him to minimise the impact of terrorists attack 
on businesses: 

 Proposal 1: Terrorists have a lower incentive to attack when business 
buildings are decentralised rather than centralised. When the productive 
activity of a firm takes place in not just one but in several different locations, 
an attack has a less devastating effect on a company, then if all activity is 
centralised in one location. 

 Proposal 2: Terrorists have a lower incentive to attack a firm’s major 
exponents when a firm decision-making is decentralised rather than centralised. 
People who is in sole and complete charge of a firm’s business affairs 
represents an attractive target for terrorists. To kill, or to take hostage a person 
who acts as both CEO and president of a company, represents a much larger 
success for terrorists than, if two persons hold these positions.  

 Proposal 3: A business corporation can increase costs to terrorists by hiring 
people who are of special importance to their potential attackers. These can be 
persons who are emotionally close to the terrorists such as parents, brothers, 
sisters, other relatives and friends, or individual terrorists depend on for 
financial material or political support. These persons could lose their jobs, be 
hurt or even be killed in an attack. As a consequence, they will not support 
terrorist attacks and turn against the terrorists, or will at least make an effort to 
convince them not to attack the firm they are associated with. An attack, 
therefore, would significantly, raise the costs to terrorists. 

 Proposal–4: Prepare a quick intervention after an attack. Immediately, after an 
attack, a firm’s own security service or police force as well as the fire fighting 
personnel must ensure the safety of the area. The ambulance teams must ensure 
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an efficient treatment of causalities on the spot, and good medical treatment 
thereafter.  

 Proposal- 5: Prepare for the rapid reconstruction of physical capital. Terrorists 
want to impress the public and the media by causing devastation and lasting 
damage. This aim is frustrated, if the company in question has already plans 
and the will to rebuild destroyed structures quickly.  

 Proposal–6: Prepare for the rapid reconstruction of human capital. Medical 
and psychological help offered to the injured also strengthens the firm as a 
social unit to which loyalty is extended. 

 
 

4. Impact of Terrorist Attacks on Business, Service and Economy: 
the Oberoi and Taj Terrorist Attack Incident (2008) 

Above strategies stated by Bruno seem apt even in Indian context. We can have a brief 
look at the terrorist incident where the two clubs (Belvedere at Mumbai’s Oberoi Hotel 
and The Chambers at the Taj) were put to ravages during a 60 hour siege. The 
terrorists took hostages and ran with grenades, assault rifles and bags of RDX. The 
terrorists during attack on the Oberoi and Taj in Mumbai, India did so much damage 
that the two hotels had to be closed for six months to a year, incurring heavy losses. 
Ashok Kapur, Chairman of Yes Bank, was among the 170 people killed in the attacks 
on the Oberoi and Taj by terrorists in Mumbai. vii 

The Oberoi and the Taj are not just places to strike deals. Events held here 
routinely host the rich and the famous. The presentation ceremony of “The Economic 
Times Awards” for Corporate Excellence was to be held at the Trident, the companion 
hotel to the Oberoi which was also attacked by the terrorists. Prime Minister 
Manmohan Singh was to preside over the event. The Economic Times reported: 
“Given the high profile nature of the event, the security agencies have already begun 
scouting the location for D-Day.” The 3 day terror attack which is now known as 
26/11 put an end to the celebrations. The ripples have not been felt in India alone. 
“There will hardly be a Fortune 500 chief Executive who has not lately stayed in the 
Oberoi or the Taj Mahal, and the impact of this attack will be felt in board rooms 
around the world,” wrote the Economic Times. 

 
 

5. Impact of Terrorism and Violence on Businesses: A Global 
Phenomenon 

Urbanised clusters are an easy escape routes for terrorists. Knight and Czinkota viii 
rightly, mention, “Cities bunch people into confined spaces, usually providing them 
with fewer means of escape, while terrorists can find more places to hide and plan their 
violent activities”. Competition among media houses lead to broadcasting every small 
news on television encouraging other terrorist group to follow the same path. Modern 
communication systems have facilitated strengthening of terrorist activities and this 
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includes transport and communication as well. Suicide bombing is the latest terror 
technique. Perhaps most dangerous is nuclear, biological and chemical warfare.  

According to the authors, there are both direct and indirect consequences of 
terrorism on firms and businesses. In their words, “these include declines in consumer 
demand; unpredictable shifts or interruptions in value and supply chains; new policies; 
regulations and laws; as well as harmful macroeconomic phenomena and deteriorating 
internal relations that affect trade.” 
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